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Irven
A more precise method of evaluating the c-integral
occurring In the arbitrarv airfoil tlneoryof Theodorsen
(lhiCAReps. 170S.411 and 452) is developed by retaining
higher order term ia ths Tcylw expansion and by use
.
of Stmpson*s rule, Formulas are @ven for routine calcu-
lation of the ~-integral and for the necessary compu-
t~tiwwl coefficients. The computational coefficients
are tabulated for a 40-point division of the range of
Integration fron O to 2Tr. With no increase in compu-
tational work the systematic error In the numertcal
value of E Is reduced from the order of 1 percent to
approximately 0.1 perter.t.
The solution of the general problem by means of
confom.al transfo?matton for the flov cbout an arbitrary
airfoil (references 1 and 2), a symmetrical lattice
(refewnce 3), and a blplaae (reference 4) invalves the
determination of the imaginary part of a canplex trans-
formation function, gtven the real part. As sham in
references 1 and 2 the real part may be expanded in a
Fourier series and the ima@nary part is the canj~ate
Fourier series. It is also shown in these references
that th6 imaginary part ~ may be obtained from the
real part * by the following functional equation:
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This integrsl occurs frequently in conformal-
transfozmation problem Involving the evaluation of’the
functions on the circle. A procedure for the numerical
evaluation of this integral is given in references 1
and 2. This method, which is currently in use at IJIAL,
gives an error of about 1.5 percent for a 40-point
division of the range of integration. An improvement
in the accuracy is therefore very desirable, particulerl~
if the la30r involved is not increased. A revised method
~ivenhereln is found to involve a little less work than
that previously requii+ed and ta give an error of only
about 0.1 percent. COnStRntS ~OIB tie in this more pre-
cise method have been computed and a??epresented in
table 1.
.
The evaluation-of the t-integral is co~plicated by
the discontinuity at W= Qr. ‘l’hisd?.fficultyrmy be
surmounted by a separate solution across the discon-
tinuity. When s = Q - ql is substituted in equation (1)
or, because of the periodicity of this function,
The dlsconttiuity non CCCIU?Sat s = O. For pu?qmsee of
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Evaluation of cl”- The first Iutegral ‘1 includes
the discontinuity and the limit s ray be taken as some
convenient small value. ?3Ya ?%@or eerfes expansion the
integral Is easily evaluated ao follows:
l’.benthis expansion is substituted 3n equation (4) the
inte~rals containing the even-ordered derivatives are





q=+’ I9+*+* Szcot:ds +... (6)4-E -s
where the derlvativea are evaluated at qt. The Taylor
expansion for cot ; Is
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equatfon (6) is thus obtained as
~s 7J
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fialuation of E2.- The second integral E2 (equc-
tion (5))nay bs rearre~ed for convenience In ;rauerical
calculation as follows:
where -s kas been substituted fcr s in the second
Integral anti the limits have bacr. zeai’rm.gec~acc2rdir@~.
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is the value at Q = g? * W. The lnte~rati.onsare per-
formed over intervals of width 2m/n with the V values
at the mld~oint of ths interval. The renge of integra-
tion for 6
~
f3 froil s = -fi/n to s = m/n and for
E2 from lYn to 211-#~.
The first integral cl Is evaluated by retaining
only the first-order terms in s,
(9)
where the slope Wo1 f.s determined graphically at Wo,
that is, at q= c?I(s = O).








function W does not ch~e much across the
and is therefore approxlma~ed by use of the






..-lT *k log s~ 2k-lti
k=l 2n
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The c~lete integral la
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ak were given in reference 1
for n = 10 and in reference 2 for n = 20. Revised
values for these constants, together with those for
n= 40, are given in table II.
~raved nethod.- The numerical accuzzacyof the
evaluation of the E-Integral will be shown to be
improved by the followini method: The interval O to 2Tf
Is divided into n equal parts and the ~ values are
designated as in the previous section. The second .
integral ~ is evaluatedby Slmpson~s rule from $1
tO *n-l f*n-~ = *-1). 7he range of Integration for c~
is therefore twice as large as that in tineprevious s~c-
ttcn, that is, s = -21r/n to 2m/n. The approximation
in which only ‘be first-order term oi’equation (7) is
used is insufficient and the higher derivatives must be
used. These derivatives are most conveniently obtained
by numerical differentiation.
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The lTe~tcn-Stirliq formulasfar derivatives (refer- -
euce 5, p. 75) are
(13)
whcre s = tabular interval (2m/n). The mean central dlf-
i’ermces 8W can be expressed in terzm of’the tabular
values as
1(14)
2A =*3- 4*2 + 5*1 - 5*-1 + 4~-2 - W-3
J
The substitution of relations (13) in equation (7)
gives
(15)
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where (except 5.nthe f?rst term) a = 2 for k odd and
a = 4 for k even. The complete inte~ral is given by
6 = 61 + 62, or
(20)
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(21)
Values cf Ak for a = 40 are given in table 1.
ACCURilCYW’ FVALUATION
~ne accuracy of the two methods of’evaluation
described ma~ be determined by integrating variou~
harmonic~. The results are presented as ratios of the
integrated value to tha correct value so that a value
of unity is a correct evaluation. Values of this ratio

























Inasmuch as the higher harmonics gener~ily enter
h a muoh Smalhr p3?Op9rtiO?2 than ~@ lower rJn8i!? fOr .
such contours as are encounte~ed for airfoil shapes, the
error of the 40-point method of re~erence l1 is of the
order of 1.5 percent, whereas that of the new method
presented herein is approximately 0.1 percent. .
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
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